
Istarted shooting archery when I
was eight years old because I
wanted to. I was interested in

making arrows fly to a target; I
thought it was neat. No one helped
me much other than to buy me a
fiberglass bow and a few wooden
arrows. Other than that I was on my
own - - - and the neighbors were ner-
vous!

When I was about twelve my dad
bought us both some better bows and
we started shooting with some of the
local guys. We joined a club in the next
county and traveled there to shoot on
weekends. We had a great time but
none of us knew much about shoot-
ing and so we copied others and tried
things on our own hoping to make
ourselves better. There was no coach
available and no program to help me
or the adults. The only guide we had
was a book called “Power Archery” by
Dave Keneagy. With that bit of help we
kept at it, had our fun and our frustra-
tions and kept shooting because we
liked archery and bowhunting.

I elevated my archery interest in
1976 but found help only from some
of the league shooters at the local
club. Again there were no books or
coaches to look to for help and so I
struggled through the winter shooting
fingers and then fingers with a clicker.
After that I switched to a release and,
thank heavens, I started with a two-
finger back tension Stanislawski and
taught myself how to shoot it in my
front yard. By luck, dumb luck, I got it
right and shot well from the begin-
ning.

Being an adult and an educator I
should be able to teach myself how to
do things but what about our kids.
How will they learn? If they have a real
interest and a high skill level who can
guide them to their highest level of
achievement? 

Further, what organizations are
available to assist those young archers

whose parents are not able to? Who
will help those parents who want to
provide guidance but don’t have the
knowledge or skill to do so? Who is
able to help the dealers who need help
with program structure and coaching
skills?

Helping kids achieve is important
– I know because I did it for 35 years in
the math classroom. Helping kids
achieve in archery is just as important
to me. The following information will
help you help your youth archers
improve skill and achieve higher
scores. It will also help you help par-
ents do the same.

YOUTH NEEDS:
So what do young archers and

young athletes in general need in
order to reach their full potential?
That’s, of course, a complicated ques-
tion because there are a host of con-
cerns that have to be addressed when
dealing with a young student/athlete. 

RULE ONE, HAVE FUN: It took
me awhile to learn this one but with
the help of some of my friends I fig-

ured out that the first rule of archery is
to have fun. If it isn’t fun then why are
you doing it? If you can’t smile while
you are shooting and if you can’t laugh
at yourself at least once every day
while you’re training then archery will
become drudgery – it will become
hard dull work. 

Your job as a coach or advisor is to
be sure that every archer in your
group learns to have fun while shoot-
ing and focusing on the positive is
essential to that. Scheduling games
and activities that relieve stress and
promote group togetherness are
important parts of any program that
attends to the needs of the entire indi-
vidual. Your athletes will thrive when a
variety of activities are in front of them
at each practice session. Just shooting
arrows at 30 yards every session isn’t
very appealing and doesn’t prepare
anyone for much other than shooting
lots of arrows, period.

Inventing new games and new
team activities keeps young archers
interested. A fun game I use with
youth groups is the blind-man’s
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Mentoring Talented Young Archers
By Larry WIse

I was privileged to work with this terrific group of junior archers from Northern Ireland
in 2008. They were so excited for the entire two days that we had to close the range for
an hour at lunch so they would take a rest – excitement is what it’s all about. Several of
these young archers have special talent and demand extra attention. I look forward to
getting back to Northern Ireland this summer to work with them again.
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archery team event. Choose teams of
three or four archers, blind-fold the
shooter and have the others direct,
without touching the shooter for an
end of five arrows at eight to ten yards
distance. Then switch shooters until
each team member has shot their five
arrows. High score wins. 

Shooting this game forces the
shooter to “feel” his or her full-draw
posture and try to repeat it. The others
on the team are learning verbal skills
for directing and should pick up on
how to look through the shooter’s
sight to help him or her line up on the
target. It’s really fun to watch and ref-
eree this event – I can’t keep from
laughing out loud. They must enjoy it
because they want to play it over and
over at following practice sessions.

Be creative; try different games
until you find several that interest
your group or individual. Keep the
variety and fun level up!

BALANCE EDUCATION WITH
ATHLETICS: As a coach or mentor to
a young athlete you have to remem-
ber that they are not just athletes, they
are also students. They are either in
junior or senior high school or home-
schooled and must maintain a com-
mitment to their education to protect
their future – very few will make a liv-
ing in archery.

With that in mind, as their coach
you must construct their practice and
tournament schedule around their
school commitments. Assignments
and testing at school must take prior-
ity over archery practice and some-
times over tournament participation.
Other times it’s necessary to leave
school early, go in late or miss a school
day to make it to a national level com-
petition but in general, school should
take top priority. 

It’s important for the coach/ men-
tor to monitor school achievement
levels. Some young archers will focus
only on archery and forget their edu-
cation – I saw this during my teaching
career – and have to be reminded
about what is most important in their
lives and for their future. Some of your
archery students who let their studies
lapse will need to have archery sus-
pended or limited until they readjust
their priorities. I know that all of the

teachers and
coaches at my
school worked
together to make
this happen and
sometimes it was
tough on the kids
involved but it had
to happen – and
did. 

T R A I N I N G
SCHEDULE BAL-
ANCE & VARIETY:
Training is impor-
tant, of course, but
so is the daily level
of training and the
variety of activities
used during that
training. Archery is
not shooting lots of arrows every day
until your arms drop off. In fact, that
approach will produce negative
results, wear out muscles and result in
archer burnout.

As I wrote in the January issue of
ArrowTrade you have to vary the
intensity of the daily workouts and
take some days off. I suggest that you
use a schedule that employs a medi-
um training level on day one, light on
day two, heavy on day three and rest
on day four. Over time this type of
schedule can be used to increase the
number of arrows shot in order to pre-
pare for major tournaments, or it can
be reduced for a maintenance period
between tournaments.

During each training session the
activities can and should be varied.
Shooting different distances, new and
different target faces and engaging in
team and individual games is a great
way to keep your students interested
and focused but still well prepared.

NUTRITION NEEDS: You are
what you eat! We know that this is true
and, so, diet must be part of a training
program. Some foods and drink have
to be eliminated and others have to be
introduced. 

Most, and I do mean most, of my
high school students did not eat
breakfast.  They got up in the morning
and left home without eating any-
thing at all or eating the wrong things;
nothing against Pop Tarts but that

ain’t breakfast! 
A simple but nutritious breakfast

is essential for “standing still” during
archery practice. So is a good lunch
and good things to drink. Soda has to
be eliminated from the diet – it’s just
no good for you. In fact, beer would
be better because it has nutritious ele-
ments in it but we don’t do that for
kids! You should provide water and
sports drinks for your archery stu-
dents before, during and after prac-
tice – keep the body hydrated for any
sports activity.

PERSONALITY DIFFERENCES:
I’ve been reading and studying a golf
book titled “Golf’s Mental Hazards” by
Alan Shapiro, Ph. D. (Simon & Shuster,
1996). The author outlines six mental
hazards that golfers and all athletes
face while practicing and playing their
game. 

The six hazards are: 
Fear of Fear
Losing Your Cool
Getting Too Up or Too Down
Worrying What Others Think
The Need To Be In Control
Unwillingness to Work.
You should read this book or one

like it to better understand what your
athletes may be experiencing as scor-
ing rounds and tournaments
approach. I know you’re not a psy-
chologist, neither am I, but we have to
be informed so we can help our young
athletes better prepare for competi-
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Devising group games for young archers accomplishes several
objectives. First it keeps these young archers excited. Second,
they learn to rely on and help each other through good shots and
bad. And thirdly, they build group unity which prepares them for
when they travel together to an “away game”.
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tion. You may even learn something
about yourself and your own shoot-
ing. 

Once you identify the one or two
mental hazards of a particular student
you can construct their training to
attack the problem. Helping the stu-
dent with their mental preparation
pays big dividends when the competi-
tion starts. The book I mentioned,
“The Mental Hazards of Golf”, gives
you some ways to deal with each type
of hazard and I’m sure you’ll find
other books that are very helpful in
this regard. Spend a little time doing
this research and you’ll be better able
to help your student.

EQUIPMENT FITTING: Fitting a
young person with a bow is crucial to
getting their form correctly devel-
oped. If the bow doesn’t fit properly
they won’t learn to shoot properly.
This is true for compounds as well as
recurve bows.

Checking the listings for recurve
bow lengths you’ll find overall bow
lengths from 56 to 70 inches. Most

manufacturers make risers in two
lengths, 23 and 25 inches and limbs
ranging in draw weights from 30 to 46
pounds. PSE, I know, makes three
lengths of their X-Pression limbs so
that when matched to their two X-
Appeal risers you can build bows from
64  to 70 inches long. Other manufac-
tures make similar configurations so
that you can fit your shorter/younger
archers to the shorter bows and the
taller/older archers to the longer
bows. 

For the younger/smaller archer
you can take advantage of a bow like
the PSE Optima that provides lengths
of 56 to 66 inches in draw weights
ranging from 15 to 35 pounds. It is
vitally important to get the length and
weight matched to the shooter’s size
so that they can physically manage
the bow, properly place their bow
hand on the riser grip section and eas-
ily establish proper full-draw position
– straight bow arm and their drawing
forearm positioned in line with the
arrow.

Some guidelines for recurve bow

length and draw weight are as follows: 

AGES 6-9 10-14 15-ADULT
56” 62” 64-70”
15-20# 20-30# 25-46#

On the compound side, bow
lengths vary from 28  to 42 inches and
draw weights from 15  to 70 pounds.
The important issue here is not so
much the overall axle-to-axle length
but the draw weight. The weight must
be matched to the shooter’s strength
so that he or she can raise the bow to
target level and draw the bow at that
level. If the weight is too great then
they will most likely raise one shoul-
der higher than another to get the bow
drawn and thereby compromise their
full-draw position. Proper full-draw
position requires that both shoulders
be level and set back and down.

Your concern here for the
advanced athlete centers around
keeping them in a bow that fits prop-
erly so that their release hand and
drawing forearm is always in line with
the arrow when at full draw. As they

TO FIND YOUR LOCAL DEALER CALL 715 381 2935 OR GO ONLINE TO www.edgebyexpedite.com

At Edge, we leave our competition standing still!
EDGE SUPPORTS  

OUR TROOPS!

SETTING OUR  
SITES ON  

PREDATOR

Innovation
Hare Bawl Screamer WITH REMOTE  #642092

Nothing can improve your predator hunting success like an electronic caller and a 
motion decoy. Hare Bawl Screamer by Edge by Expedite has it all. We have com-
bined an electronic caller with a very realistic faux fur decoy to create the perfect 
deadly combo for harvesting predators. This decoy will randomly scream distress 
sounds and move erratically at the same time to bring in the wariest of predators. 
If you want remote control capability, Hare Bawl Screamer has that option too! 
With the Remote Control, you can control the sound and motion 
separately up to 50 yards away. Hare Bawl Screamer has 3 sound 
options:  Baby Cottontail, Adult Cottontail, and Jackrabbit.   

Now YOU can be hunting with Edge.

 
 

Also available: 
Hare Bawl Screamer 

without Remote 
#62609-2

Requires  
4AA batteries 
(not included)
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grow in size and strength their needs
will change and you’ll have to adjust
draw weight and draw length. Many
of the compound manufacturers have
a bow model that adjusts from 16 to
26 inches specifically for the growing
youth. But, once they get near that 26
inch limit it’s time to move them to a
longer axle-to-axle bow and a longer
draw length adjustment range. 

Also consider how their hand fits
the riser grip section; smaller bows
have smaller grips for smaller hands.
A larger hand will need a larger grip
section. Mastering a properly placed
bow hand with knuckles at a 45
degree angle to the riser is difficult for
adults so special attention must be
paid to this essential form element
when working with growing youth
shooters. Getting the grip trained cor-
rectly is a prerequisite to shooting
high scores.

PARENTAL SUPPORT: Having
parental support makes life easier,
however, it comes in various forms,
most are helpful but a few are not.
Certainly, having the parent on your
side reinforcing what you are doing
makes you a more effective teacher
and coach. We all want to be effective.

In all the years I was teaching
mathematics I liked having parents
who supported my efforts in the class-
room by encouraging their son or
daughter to try all of the activities,
including homework, which my class-
room and subject required. By and
large, the overwhelming majority of
parents fit this group. 

Coaching archery is a little differ-
ent. Archery is not a required subject
in school and it requires some extra
financial support from the parent.
This puts the coach in the line of fire
sometimes and, so, you have to forge
a partnership of sorts in order to get
the right equipment in the hands of
the talented youth archer. 

The money may not necessarily
be there to buy all of the latest and
best gear exactly when it’s needed.
You may have to buy used or go the
“loaner” route for awhile in order to
get the proper fitting or better func-
tioning equipment in their hands.
There’s nothing wrong with that if it
keeps you and the archer focused on

“form first” and scoring
second. 

Many archers (I’ve
been guilty of this
myself at times) get to
thinking far too often
that the equipment is
holding them back
when really it’s their
form or lack of commit-
ment that is the prob-
lem. Some parents have
too much money to
throw at the situation
and greatly enlarge this
problem and you, the
coach, have to be medi-
ator between them and
their child – not a good
place to be. This is
where having a well
established and biome-
chanically sound form
model becomes your friend and
parental guiding light. Being able to
visually show the parent what the stu-
dent/archer needs to improve in
his/her form helps you remain the
authority in what needs to be done
next in order to insure continued
progress. This approach can help you
get the right equipment in the stu-
dent’s hands at the right time – not too
early and not too late. 

A different but just as difficult
problem is the parent that “knows”
how to shoot archery. This is like a few
parents I encountered over the years
who, when their child gets home from
school, remarks that they (the parent)
never needed that “fancy math stuff”
and their child doesn’t need it either.
And in a few seconds everything
you’ve done in eight or ten weeks is
totally undermined. In archery a par-
ent may simply say that the coach
doesn’t know what he/she is doing
because the coach can’t shoot or
never shot any good scores. Or that a
bent bow arm works for the parent
and shooting with a straight bow arm
is stupid. 

The answer to combating that
kind of comment or influence is once
again to teach a proven form model.
You need to be teaching the form
model promoted by the National
Field Archery Association (NFAA), the
USA Archery Association and the

Archery Shooters Association through
their Community Coaches Course.
The B.E.S.T. (Biomechanically
Efficient Shooting Technique) meth-
ods for compound and for recurve
give you the right model to teach and
use to justify what you are having your
students do. When I was teaching
math I had the proven laws and theo-
rems of mathematics to guide me; in
archery I have the proven shooting
form models taught in the
Community Coaches Certification
Program. With a proven form model
you are never out on a limb having to
resort to saying “Do it because I say
so!” Instead, you always have valid
reason based on what the human
body can and cannot do; it’s science-
based and not something you made
up. 

PRE-TOURNAMENT PREP: All of
our archery students need help
preparing for tournaments but those
young archers that have that extra
spark and extra talent will need to pay
attention to the smaller details. When
your other students reach that level
they too will have to become a little
more detail oriented. The old adage,
“Plan your work and then work your
plan” has to be the motto for any good
shooter, young or old. 

This is where a student-kept
notebook is essential. Kids forget

Having a standard, biomechanically correct form model
to teach is essential to providing guidance to young talent.
Not only does it provide the correct form, it helps you guide
the parents because you can always show them where their
son or daughter is currently and where they need to go
next with their shooting. This seventeen year old from
Northern Ireland is building good posture and hopes to use
it to carry him to the British Team Trials in 2012.
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things and are less organized than
most adults (Yeah, I know there are
exceptions, boy, do I know there are
exceptions) so requiring them to keep
a notebook helps the learning process
and builds self reliance.

Being thorough during the weeks
and months leading up to a major
tournament will greatly enhance your
special archer’s success rate. Paying
attention to and organizing their
practice schedule, types of practice
activities, frequency of practice, rest
days, equipment preparation and
exercise routine can be monitored
with a notebook. You can follow some
guidelines I set out in the January
issue of ArrowTrade in the article “Pre-
tournament Preparation and Post-
tournament Evaluation.” You will
have to make some age-appropriate
adjustments to those guidelines but
they will be very helpful.

DURING-TOURNAMENT SUP-
PORT: Shooting tournaments pre-
sents new and immediate problems
that don’t arise during practice.
Extreme nervousness, misplaced or
forgotten accessories, score keeping
errors and “unexplained” missed
arrows are just a few of the issues that
arise during the tournament and you,
the coach, have to solve them. NOW!

Preparation heads off most of
these issues but not all of them. The
broken and loosened bow parts,

cracked nocks and disappointment
have to be handled immediately. How
you do so will convey either calmness
or panic to your student – I vote for
calmness on your part. Even if you
can’t completely solve the problem
you must convey calmness and confi-
dence so your student remains rela-
tively calm and a little confident when
he/she resumes shooting.

Your younger shooters, ages 9 to
14, will usually need the most atten-
tion and close supervision. By the
time they reach the age of 15 or 16
they should have learned to be much
more self-sufficient. 

My favorite archery event is field
shooting and when my son or daugh-
ter went with me to the NFAA Outdoor
Nationals I knew they would have to
be totally self-sufficient when they
went out on the course because I
would be shooting with the profes-
sionals on a different course and
would be hard to find if they had a
problem. Jennifer learned to do this
by the age of 15 while Todd needed to
be ready at the age of ten when we
went to England for the World Field
Championship. I’m thankful that our
preparation paid off and they didn’t
have any emergencies during their
daily excursions onto the field course.
Handling yourself on a field course for
five consecutive days is a major
accomplishment for any youngster; I
was certainly impressed by my own

kids – and thankful.

POST TOURNAMENT SUPPORT:
Sometimes you’ll have to lend a

shoulder for one of your students to
cry on but usually after a tournament
you’ll need to have an open and hon-
est discussion about the results. Your
students need to make a few notes
about their score, place of finish and
some feelings they might be having.
Most importantly they need to evalu-
ate how they shot – not the score but
how they executed.

How they executed or how they
perceive their shot execution provides
the basis for their practice over the
next few weeks and months.
Execution flaws, perceived or actual,
must be remediated and that goes
into the practice plan you make with
them.

USA ARCHERY & THE J. O. A. D.
PROGRAM: The best place to go for
youth archery development is the
Junior Olympic Archery Development
program within the USA Archery
organization (formerly the NAA). The
JOAD program is designed to channel
young archers, ages 8 to 20, into com-
petitive avenues and provide the
structure for them to compete against
others of their age level and at age-
appropriate distances. It’s a local club
program and maybe there is one near
you or maybe you can establish one.
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I interviewed Diane Watson,
National JOAD Coordinator for USA
Archery, to gain insight into several
important topics. She was able to give
some guidelines for deciding at what
age and for what reasons the
recurve/compound decision should
be made. She also informed me how
shooting distance plays a role in this
decision and, also, where parents and
coaches can get support. 

The biggest and most important
question regarding your youth archer
is what style they should shoot,
recurve/ fingers or compound/
release. Typically I recommend that
parents start their really young kids,
ages 3-8, with a recurve bow and two
or three arrows. The purpose here is to
just have fun shooting a few arrows
because their attention span is so
short that doing more is not always
feasible or desirable. Once they grow
into more serious archers at ages 8
through 10 a decision should be made
regarding what style they want to
develop.

Diane recommends that a discus-
sion with the student about a long
term dream or goal can be the deci-
sion maker. She says, “Typically, JOAD
youth express an interest in either
winning an Olympic medal with the
recurve or winning World
Championships with a compound.
That guides them into a bow style and
the next level of competition.” Diane
goes on to say “Sometimes distance
plays a role in the decision because
some youths can only reach the
longer distance for their age group
with a compound. In these cases, the
student can develop the necessary
mental and physical competition
skills with a compound and switch
back to a recurve when their strength
level allows.” A final thought from
Diane here is “some young archers are
just more comfortable with one style
versus the other.” I agree with that
because if they are comfortable they
will enjoy archery more and stay inter-
ested. 

If you want more information
about JOAD and/or a JOAD
Handbook (now under construction)
contact: dwatson@usarchery.org.  You
can also use usarchery.org to search
for more information about other

programs available. 
The NFAA has the After School

Archery Program (ASAP) available and
you may be able to find one or start
one in your area. This program also
supports both recurve/fingers and
compound/release shooting styles.
Contact the NFAA at www.field-
archery.com or call (605) 260-9279 for
more information.

THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE
Cindy Bevilacqua, Media,

Pennsylvania, has been a long time
JOAD archery coach. We met at the
Lake Placid Olympic Training Center
while working with our mentor Bud
Fowkes – he taught us so much. Cindy
coaches the JOAD group at
Middletown Archery Club on Barren
Road just across the street from the
high school. She has a wealth of expe-
rience and I asked her to share some
of it for this article. (You can access
the club’s own site at middletownar-
chery.com). 

My first thought for dealing with a
talented youth archer was “how do
you recognize one”? So I asked Cindy
that question. She answered, “I
believe that if an archer comes with
the ability to learn and listen that is
half the battle. After watching how an
archer shoots you can see their form
and their willingness to make changes
and how to make them a champion.”
Most importantly here she adds “you
can recognize a talented archer by the
way they respond to your coaching.” I
agree with that; you know talented
students by how good their “ears are”!

Q2: What special practice do you
set for them compared to others?

Cindy: “I would set up a schedule
based on their lifestyle: school, home-
work and other commitments. I
would sit down with them and
arrange a calendar of practice times
and tournaments. Then we would
plan how much time to spend on each
area of training.”

Q3: How involved are the parents?
Cindy: “the parents are very

involved with high-level elite archers.
First they provide the financial sup-
port that includes equipment, coach-
ing, practice and transportation.” The
parents “need to listen to what the
archer is saying and understand that

communication has to be positive”
and then  “they must provide positive
reinforcement and listening support
for those times when the archer is so
hard on him/herself and needs to be
motivated into new thought pat-
terns.”

Q4: What about the financial
commitment? How much is it?

Cindy: “Of course there is always
the financial commitment and the
more skilled the archer is, it seems
that the financial commitment just
keeps getting higher and higher.
However, the archer could contact
archery manufacturers to see how
they might qualify as a staff shooter or
request discounted rates. You are
looking at thousands of dollars when
you put the whole coaching-equip-
ment-travel package together.”

Q5: What about extra coach’s
time?

Cindy: “I usually see archers at
least once a week or every other week
for a coaching session besides being
involved in their target league and
JOAD shooting. The archer will shoot
four to five times a week for practice
on their own if they aren’t committed
to a league.”

Q6: What about travel time?
Cindy: “This goes along with the

archer’s tournament schedule and
where your travel might take you. You

A great game to play centers around a
team of three for four archers with the
shooter being blind-folded. Helping your
“blind” team mate hit the target through
verbal communications only is a real chal-
lenge. It teaches them to choose words
carefully, to appreciate how much we rely
on our vision and it shows the challenges
real blind people face daily. The more gift-
ed archers will be very quick at repeating
their body position and feeling it at full
draw.
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have to factor in how far away the
shoot is and then decide if you’re dri-
ving or flying. It’s always best to get
there one day ahead of the tourna-
ment just in case things don’t run
smoothly.”

Q7: Do you always travel with
them? What about costs?

Cindy: “This can be either yes or
no. I feel that sometimes you do need
to be there as a coach to provide that
support. I also think it depends on the
caliber of tournament as to whether
or not you go along. For some smaller
local shoots it might be best to let
them go on their own to get used to
you not always being there. And then I
think you should discuss it with your
archer(s) so they can have some
input. They may feel more comfort-
able just knowing that you are stand-
ing in the back watching and support-
ing them.” Regarding the cost Cindy
says “one should get their expenses
paid for and if you are coaching more
than one archer then the cost should
be shared equally.”

Q8: Who does the equipment
preparation and tuning?

Cindy: “I do the equipment tun-
ing and prep work but I try to teach
the archer what I’m doing so they can
start doing it for themselves. That’s the
best way for me to see what will work
best for arrow grouping.”

Q9: What single ingredient do
your best archer’s have?

Cindy: “The
elite youth archer
has the dedication
and the drive to be
the best and will set
their own goals to
make that achieve-
ment a reality.”

(I sincerely
thank Cindy for
providing such
great information
about her experi-
ence with talented
youth archers and
wish her and her
JOAD group the
best this year.)

Conclusion:
C o a c h i n g

young athletes is
not easy, just as teaching them math-
ematics was not always easy. Most of
them don’t know a lot and you have to
be aware of that and have the patience
and willingness to go the distance
with them at their pace. Cindy
Bevilacqua does
that with her ath-
letes and has
enjoyed sharing
great success with
them over the
years. 

P l a n n i n g
schedules, teach-
ing a substantiat-
ed form model
and communica-
tion are the keys
to success when
working with
young and talent-
ed athletes.
Spending time on
all of them will
make your pro-
gram better. 

I hope the
insights that I
have provided
here are helpful
for your efforts
with young ath-
letes. 

Keep well,
shoot straight.

Larry

EDITOR’S NOTE: Larry’s books
are available from Larry Wise Archery,
402 Locust Grove Road, Mifflintown,
PA 17059 for $14 + $3 postage. Titles
available are Tuning Your Compound
Bow, Tuning and Silencing Your
Bowhunting System, Bow and Arrow:
A Complete Guide. The phone num-
ber for Larry Wise Archery is (717)
436-9168.

Larry Wise is also available to con-
duct one and two day CoreArchery
Academies on shooting form.
Personalized coaching is now avail-
able on-line via Skype, and video clips
of Larry offering bowhunting tips can
be seen on the bowhunting.net web-
site.  To contact by email, use
larry@larrywise.com and see that
website for more information. 

For past articles by Larry Wise, see
ArrowTrade Magazine’s twin websites:
Dial-up internet users can go to
arrowtrademagazine.com while the
user-friendly arrowtrademag.com
requires a high speed connection.

PO Box 218 � Woodlyn � PA � 19094 
Ph: 610.833.5890 � Fax: 610.833.5542 

www.bulletarchery.com � esales@bulletarchery.com 
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RAZORRING! 
broadhead 

www.bulletarchery.comwww.bulletarchery.com  

                     The RING  
           is a BLADE!  
  The 125-DS Grain  
  RAZORRING™ broad      

head cuts a wound 
channel the size of a 16     

gauge shot gun slug 
(11/16” hole ) giving 
massive blood trails 

and quicker bleed outs  
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Cindy Bevilacqua works with a young archer.
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